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FUND OBJECTIVE

The Cadiz Asset Management Passive Bond product encompasses both segregated and pooled portfolios.
These moderate risk South African bond mandates focus on delivering strong consistent returns over
the medium to longer term, benchmarked against the BESA All Bond Index. Passive bond mandates are
managed on a full-discretionary best house view basis and are appropriate for institutional clients, such
as pension and provident funds, seeking moderate risk specialist fixed interest investment strategies. This
product is managed to have an average modified duration of ± 0.2 relative to the BESA ALL Bond Index.
The Passive Bond product has consistently outperformed the BESA All Bond Index since inception.
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FUND CHARACTERISTICS
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Quarterly Fund
Commentary
Fourth Quarter
2018
ECONOMIC AND MARKET
COMMENT
The 4th quarter of 2018 brought a turbulent
and confusing year in the fin ancial markets
to an end with a small, unconvincing
riskback- on rally. South African yields were
influenced by both local developments and
international developments alike in Q4. A
combination of ongoing rate hikes from
the Fed and ever more hawkish rhetoric
from the FOMC (and Fed Governor Jay
Powell in particular) put upward pressure
on US treasuries and global bond yields. In
October, a very negative reaction to Finance
Minister Tito Mboweni’s inaugural Medium
Term Budget Policy Statement (MTBPS)
caused SA yields to sell off aggressively.
Then in early December, suggestions that
Eskom required a R100bn debt swap with
the SA government also caused a very
negative reaction in local yields. However,
the absence of weekly auction issuance by
National Treasury and a large dose of bond
coupons coupled with an end-of-year ZAR
rally caused a bond yield recovery to close a
year of rising yields in South Africa. Ongoing
uncertainty in the UK around how hard
BREXIT will actually be (the likelihood of
a no-deal BREXIT is now high and rising),
and finally, the ratcheting upwards of Trade
War tensions, courtesy of President Trump
have created an uncertain global backdrop.
Foreign outflows from the South African
bond market continued, albeit at a reduced
pace, and the total bond outflow for 2018
was around R68bn – a record outflow.
Global bond yields generally rose in the
beginning of the quarter – US 10yr treasury
yields peaked at 3.25% – and then plunged
to end the quarter at 2.68%. The 10yr
German Bund yield rose from 0.58% to end
the quarter at 0.24%. The market is now
intimating that the ECB will not be able to
start hiking rates at all – and if it is able to do
so, the first rate hike would be around May
in 2020. South African bond yields sold off
quite dramatically over the quarter, peaking
at 9.46%, and then recovered to finish the
quarter at 8.86%.
The stability of the Rand, coupled with the
sharp decline in oil prices, caused two large
petrol price cuts. However, in spite of this,
the SARB raised rates at their November
MPC meeting, citing global risks and rising US
rates as the main reason for their hawkish
hike. The currency rallied and so too did
bond yields, on the expectation that this
insurance hike would reduce the need for
more hikes later in the cycle.
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CONTACT DETAILS | T 08000 CADIZ (22349) | F 0861 022 349 | E cam@cadiz.co.za | www.cadiz.co.za
Disclaimer: This document is for information only and does not constitute advice or a solicitation for funds. No warranty, expressed or implied, as to the accuracy, timeliness, completeness, merchantability or fitness for any particular purpose of any such information is given or made by Cadiz in any
form or manner whatsoever. Investors should note that the value of an investment is dependent on numerous factors which may include, but not limited to, share price fluctuations, interest and exchange rates and other economic factors. Performance is further affected by uncertainties such as
changes in government policy, taxation and other legal or regulatory developments. Past performance provides no guarantee of future performance. Cadiz Funds (Pty) Ltd an authorised financial services provider (FSP 45442)

